
 
 
 
 
 

 
27th June 2017 
African Regional E. Seminar 
“The Eternal Sun” 
 
Dear Comrades, 
On behalf of the Oceania Preparatory Committee “Gathering -2017 
Praise to the Great Persons of Mt Paektu” the two joint secretaries 
extends to the African Regional E. Seminar best wishes and solidarity 
greetings and remain convinced that your seminar will be highly 
successful and inspire the African people to greater heights in 
providing solidarity support to the Korean people. 
 
In preparation for the forthcoming August 5th International Festival 
of Mt Paektu “Praise to the Great Persons of Mt Paektu” successful E. 
Seminars have been held in many parts of the world clearly 
demonstrating that the Korean people do not stand alone in their just 
struggle for independence, peace, socialism and reunification of their 
nation against the hostile policies of US Imperialism. 
 
The revolutionary exploits and leadership of the eternal President 
Kim IL Sung remain sacred within the hearts and minds of all the 
Korean people and the world progressive forces. During the period of 
the struggle for national liberation against the Japanese Militarist 
colonialism President Kim Il Sung concluded that arm struggle must 
be met with “Force of Arms” and for the first time Sungun Politics 
became a main feature of the Korean people struggle for national 
liberation. 
 
At the 7th Congress of the WPK held in May 2016 Marshall Kim Jong 
Un announced the adoption of the “Byunjin” a new strategic policy 
guideline of simultaneously strengthening the DPRK economy and 
nuclear detergent, one could not argue that this policy represents a 
quantum leap of Eternal President Kim IL Sung Songun politics. 
 
Let us unite and organize a mass gathering of world progressive 
forces to “Praise to the Great Persons of Mt Paektu” in August 2017. 
 
With best wishes and solidarity greetings. 
Peter Wilson 
Raymond Ferguson 
Joint Secretaries, 
Oceania Preparatory Committee  


